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Options from guidance:  
1)   24 cryo-weeks in run 17, 13 weeks in run 18 
2)   19 cryo-weeks in run 17,  13 weeks in run 18 
3)   If only 15 weeks in run 17, all for pp500   
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STARs goal for the “rare” triggers during the 510 GeV pp program 
are to sample 280 pb-1 of integrated luminosity. 

When the dust finally settled, Run 17 turned out to be 21 Cryo weeks 
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Additions to STAR for Run 17 

FMS Post Shower FMS UV Curing system 

Event Plane Detector (EPD) quadrant RHICf 

Original (low mass) center cone 
eTOF Prototype 

* iTPC proto type RDO and FEE * New QT with TAC built in 

* EIC Calorimeter R&D setup 

* Proto type Digital Electronics Platform (DEP) * Selectable trig crate readout 
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Forward Meson 
Spectrometer 

476+788 PbGl towers 
Preshower 

scintillator hodoscope 

from nominal 
interaction point 

Postshower 
scintillator 
hodoscope 

West side of STAR. 
Looks at Blue beam 
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FMS Post Shower Detector 

Start with pre-cut 
panels 

Drill and tap for joining 

Glue on wrapped scintillators with light guides 

Attach SiPMT boards 

Install FEE boards & cables 

Install on rail system 
Side View 

Install on rail system 
Back View 
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The RHICf setup is a position 
sensitive calorimeter system to be 
positioned just in front of the ZDCs 
on the West side of STAR. 
 
It will measure cross sections for 
particles traveling in the Blue beam 
direction. 
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Rahul, Bob Soja, John Scheblein, and 
two High School student interns 

RHICf 
Detector 

Test Install with cabling 

Shelf where RHICf resided until their 
running period at end of Run 17 

Close up of installed & 
cabled RHICf 
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Curing of radiation 
damage 

PbGl transparency after UV curing 

Pb-glass annealed in sunlight before, New system to anneal in place with UV LEDs 



eTOF installed on inside 
surface of East Poletip 

eTOF Colleagues looking at 
installed prototype 

Three “final” design modules will 
be installed for Run 18. Entire 
installation prior to Run 19 



Prototype Event Plane Detector (EPD) 

Test install frame 
Final assembly in Clean Room 

Transport  to IR 

Installed behind BBC on East side Within ~ 1 cm of beam pipe Mike and Prasanth installing 
new FEE board during run 



STAR TPC event pile-up affects tracking efficiency  
 
The W-boson reconstruction efficiency  
was obtained from the data measured in 2011 to 
2013 and with an improved Tracking Algorithm.  
 
The highest FoM is reached at a ZDC rate of 330 
kHz corresponding to a luminosity of 1.3 x 1032 
cm-2s-1. (For 2017 calibrations 315 kHz ) 
 
Optimization of delivered luminosity with dynamic 
beta* squeeze.  
 
Estimate ~13 weeks to reach 400pb-1 delivered 
(STAR Goal 280 sampled). 

Run13 

Run17 

ZDC coincidence rates 
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As the plot to the left 
shows, C-AD delivered 
almost exactly what 
was requested. 
Excellent! 

300 
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DAQ Monitor for Run 17 510 GeV Transverse pp 

41 Triggers Running at a total of about 4200 Hz, accumulating ~ 1.7 GB/sec! 
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Store from May 9th showing Bandwidth allocation 

FMS 

Roman Pot 
HF 

MTD 

Spin 

Accessed Jeff Landgraf’s Trigger Versioning page 
https://online.star.bnl.gov/RTS/plotdata/storedPlots2017.php 
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STARs Running Efficiency for Run 17 

Jamie Dunlop maintains a Web page with various links where one can see how the run is going 
through various metrics. The link to this page, found on the STAR -> Experiment -> Online page is:    
https://www.star.bnl.gov/protected/common/triggerPages.html 

Efficiency metrics 
for one Store 
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STARs Running Efficiency for Run 17 

Hours/day DAQ running 

% of store where DAQ is running 

Average STAR livetime 
for Stores 

% of delivered L sampled by STAR 

STAR Performed Extremely Well 
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Min-bias Data set 
113% of 1 Bevts goal 

W and Z0 Data set 
127% of 280 pb-1 goal 

Drell Yan Data set 
91% of 280 pb-1 goal 

Forward Photon Data set 
81% of 280 pb-1 goal 

Di-muon Data set 
67% of 280 pb-1 goal 

Roman Pots Data set 
94% of 1 Bevts goal 

Key:           = Goal             = Accululated Data                  = Projection 

Run went very well. 
   FMS program got a later start due to need to commission and calibrate, 
   Di-muons got a much later start waiting for machine protection (MPS) that did not come. 
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Min-bias Data set 
134% of 1 Bevts goal 

Very Successful Au+Au Physics Run 
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•  Run 17 went very well. The Spin data sets for the sign change via the 
W’s and Z0’s, as well as the min-bias data, exceeded goals. Forward 
Drell Yan, direct photon, and Roman pot data sets were just slightly 
below their goals. For the Di-muons we reached about 70% of the 
goal. It will be important that the MPS system is ready for Run 18.  

•  We installed, commissioned, and successfully ran a number of new 
systems this year. This went very well. 

•  The √s = 54.4 GeV AuAu run also went very well. We accumulated 
134% of the 1 Bevts min-bias data set goal in a short (17 day) run.  

•  We ended the run by going back to √s = 510 GeV radially polarized pp 
for the RHICf program. There were some RHIC issues that made this 
effort a challenge, but in the end we accumulated a data set that the 
RHICf group was satisfied with.  

•  STAR had ambitious goals for Run 17 with a number of new systems 
and challenging data set goals. It was another very successful run! 

Thank you to C-AD for all your efforts in Run 17 
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Some General Considerations/Complications with Scheduling for Run 17 
 

•  No Federal Budget, hence uncertainty in length of the run 

•  To achieve STAR’s data set goals required a significant amount of 
Physics running time. 

•  Ongoing installation and commissioning for LeREC during run 

•  Ongoing installation and  commissioning for CEC during run 

•  Linac failure which required splitting the 510 GeV pp running into 
two periods, separated by Heavy Ion running. 

•  Need/desire for significant polarized pp APEX time, and need to 
delay (to move Linac repair forward) much of this APEX to the 
second pp running period. 

•  Need/desire for multi day diode testing while cold 
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Schedule we started the Run with. Revised once Budget for year set about May 5th 

CR was eventually extended from April 28th to May 5th 
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With the budget for the year known, and need for diode repair also known, 
the global schedule for remainder of the run was revised May 5th  
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With the budget known and run length set, a detailed plan for the 
remainder of Run 17 was iterated and agreed to by ~ May 6th 

This detailed schedule was designed to try to 
accommodate all of the various needs and constraints 
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A downside of this detailed schedule for the remainder of the run was 
the concentration of pp APEX at the end of the run 
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Please note the “early” start to commissioning for LeReC and CeC 
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Summary for Scheduling Physicist Comments 
•  It is important/helpful that groups anticipating making requests at the 

Monday weekly RHIC scheduling meeting meet internally and agree on 
their request prior to the meeting. 

•  With all of the access needs for CeC and LeRec early in the run it was 
hard for RHIC & STAR to hit their stride (i.e. efficiency suffered a 
bit), but I don’t think we could avoid this. 

•  Once we transitioned to the detailed schedule, and reduced the number 
of mode transitions/week, the efficiency of the entire program 
improved quantitatively (e.g. slide 16). 

•  Deciding to match the low energy STAR AuAu energy to the CeC 
requirement was a big relief on the schedule constraints, allowing these 
two programs to run in parallel. 

•  With the early start to CeC and LeREC commissioning, ~ 2 months prior 
to the start of Run 18, the perhaps optimistic expectation is that 
scheduling will be much less complicated for Run 18. 

•  Any and all comments or suggestions on how to improve the scheduling 
process, or to increase the utility of the schedules, is welcome either at 
this Retreat, or at any time. 


